UPTONS OF BASSETT
351 WINCHESTER ROAD
SOUTHAMPTON
EQUIPMENT HIRE

Refrigerated Trailer Specifications
Model
Type
No.
HGK
5320
13251319S50

Gross
Weight

Internal
Measurements

Cooling
Tyres
Unit

1300kg

2510 x 1305 x
1970mm

HCU 1

Payload

15 inch 528kg

Ground
Height
560mm

Details
Cool Refrigerated Trailers for Hot Days! Massive anodised aluminium edges for optimised
jointing and stability.
Additional corner braces on all corners for optimised stability.
Modern multifunctional display for temperature regulation, programming two different modes,
defect analysis, switch for internal light and more...

Box made of isolating Sandwich material, powder-coated (inside white, outside silver)
Ball head coupling with safety indicator for optimised brake functionality even in critical
situations
Massive rear portal made of aluminium profiles, doors can be opened separately (angle up to
270°), special locking system with emergency opening from the interior.
Recyclable shockproof thermoplastic mudguards
A-frame safety drawbar directly connected to the longbeam chassis - optimised allocation of
the tractive forces.
Four massive telescopic prop stands for a maximum weight of 6000kg, adjustable through a
telescopic tube and a spindle for the fine adjustment
Inside the Trailer
Equipped with an internal light (220 Volt), switchable from the display on the outside.
Equipped with an aluminium treadplate skirting board, 250 mm high.
Double wooden floor, insulated, slip-resistant coating
Long beam chassis for optimized driving and safety
Massive long members and cross members form a strong chassis that was especially
developed for our refrigerated trailers.
Telescopic stands are mounted on high-sized tubes that are directly connected to the chassis.
The weight is allocated through the chassis to the stands - no strain for the box construction.
The stands can be fitted to all kinds of grounding with the help of a telescopic tube and a
spindle adjustment.
If we haven't answered all of your questions regarding refrigerated trailer hire please
don't hesitate to get in touch.
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